Interested in CDM?
Let Us Help You Get Started

Step 1
Pre-contact Resources
Most people do research before reaching out to a company. That’s smart. We expect it. Below you’ll find
some resources that we’ve compiled for you. We have videos and info sheets on our equipment, as well
as a material density guide and a conveyor checklist to help you prepare for this process. Click on the
icons below to learn more.
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Step 2
Reaching Out to CDM
CDM provides a communication line based on your preference. Have some questions and rather talk to a
human? Give us a call. Do you generally know what you’re looking for but will still need some guidance?
Fill out our RFQ form. Know exactly what you need with detailed specifications? We have equipment-specific PDFs that you can fill out and email back to us.

Equipment-specific RFQ Form

Give Us a Call
I'd like to speak to a CDM representative.

I have specific requirements.

(763) 710-3996

?
General RFQ Form
I have a basic idea of what I want.

Step 3
The Quoting Process
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Business Days*
After receiving a Request for Quote, we will generally reach out within 24 hours
to confirm it received your request. Depending on the job, we will get you a
quote within 5 business days.*

Step 4
Come to an Agreement

We’ll go over some final details on the exact specifications of your equipment
and get to work. For an in-depth look at our manufacturing process, watch our
How It’s Made video to see everything involved in making our customized
conveying equipment.

*After recieving your information, CDM can generally respond with a quote in 5 business days or less.
Some projects of larger size and complexity can require further quoting time.

